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Starting Forces:
  Japanese - on Truk:  All ship units (including amphib. and carriers' + air units) not on calendar as reinforcements on Truk.  4 Betty air units on any Japanese - red circle - base.
  Allied - on any Allied base or off eastern mapboard edge:  Enterprise&Hornet, Lexington&Yorktown, and their air units, the amphibious unit, and U.S. cruisers.  AusNZ cruisers on Australia. 1 land-based air unit on any marked Allied base.
Reinforcements and Replacements - appear on any friendly base - naval air units can be based on land:
  Japanese:  Reinforcement ships are noted on the game calendar.  Japanese ship units Sunk are not replaceable.  Every turn, the Japanese receive 1 naval air unit - but not elite plus/+ air units - and 1 land-based air unit.
  Allied:  The American cruisers, UnDamaged in the next turn.  Other Allied ship units Sunk are not replaceable.  Every turn, the Allies receive 1 replacement naval air unit - including elite plus/+ units, unless their host carriers were sunk - and 1 replacement land-based air unit.  Starting 1943, that becomes 2 each per turn.
Fuel Restrictions:  Yamato&Musashi and 2-ship old Slow American battleships consume 2 fuel units each if sortied/moved (for possible combat) during a game-turn.  All other ship units (including amphib.) consume 1, except cruisers and subs which get free fuel.  Any Japanese ship units just transferring between bases in a turn do not consume fuel (but they may suffer the random U.S. sub attack).  A unit which hasn't been moved can do battle there without expending a fuel factor. 
  In the first/Spr42 turn, the Japanese have 4 ship fuel units.  In each 1942, 1943, 1944, and 1945 game-turn thereafter, the Japanese receive 6, 5, 4, and 3 fuel units per turn respectively, and unused fuel units may be saved up to 10.  If the Allies have an air unit on Formosa, Okinawa, or Luzon, the Japanese receive only 1 fuel unit per turn north of that.  The Allies not deploying a SubPack reduces the Japanese fuel ration further by 1 - although still at least 1 in 1945.
  The Allied fuel ration (which can also be accumulated) is in upper right of the turn box.  Starting in Sum43, the Allies have unlimited fuel.
Units' Deployment:  In each pulse of 1942 and 1943, the Japanese player deploys and moves first.  Thereafter, the American player deploys and moves first.  Japanese ships must start a turn in the anchorage base they were returned to - maximum of 6 hexes - from their position at the end of the previous turn.    Allied ships may start a turn relocated to any Allied anchorage base or - with the exception of the ANZ cruisers - off the eastern mapboard edge.  U.S. ships may not be deployed in Brisbane or Darwin, if the Japanese have an air unit - based on Espiritu Santo, for example - which can cut the supply line to Australia.  No more than 3 ship units/pieces including cruisers may be based in Rabaul.
  Japanese air units may be deployed on any Japanese air base wished - same for Allied air units.  Instead of attacking in a pulse, an air unit may be transferred up to 5 hexes.  Islands/atolls have an "(n)" limit of air units able to be based on them.  (Guadalcanal's airfield is not active until it is occupied by one side or the other.)  Naval/anchorage bases without such a number have unlimited air capacity.  All other land hexes have a limit of 1.
  Ships are placed on the boxes for task force and fleet markers, which are not revealed until detected.
Ship movement - once a task force is adjacent to an enemy task force's hex in a pulse, it must stop unless it moves on into the enemy task force's hex – then comes the opportunity for either side to engage: 
  Japanese ship units not to be used on a combat mission may be transferred between Japanese bases up to a distance of 6 hexes without fuel cost, but the one Allied random sub attack may be used up against one.
  There are 3 alternating operational movement pulses per turn. All task force (and dummy) markers may move up to 2 hexes in each pulse - sub packs 1.  If using the flat markers, they are moved upside down - concealed - on the mapboard, until they are discovered by air, sub, or surface contact or by American Magic intelligence. Dummies are taken off the mapboard for the rest of the turn at the instant they are contacted/exposed.  The Allies get 2 dummies and the Japanese get 1 until Spr44, at which time the number is reversed.  Ship units entering C7 and/or D9 reefs and shoals run a 50% chance of being Damaged, and there can be no carrier operations or carrier-caused antiaircraft bonuses in there.  Ships cannot cross hex-side D7/D8 at all.  (Thank you, Mal Wright.)


Detection:
  Strategic Detection:  After both players have made all their mapboard movements, the Allied player rolls the die.  Spr-Fal42, there is a 67% chance – Win42-end 33% - that Joe Rochefort and our other cryptoanalysis/"Magic" wizards have broken the Japanese code and all Japanese task forces and their ships are exposed and all Allied ships, subs, and aircraft may be repositioned to any hex on the mapboard they could have reached 6 hexes from an Allied base or the eastern mapboard edge, regardless of any contacts previously made.  Strategic Detection increases the chance of tactical detection/surprise.  Strategic Detection also increases the chance of tactical detection/surprise.
  Operational Detection:  Any enemy task unit within 2 hexes of an active land air base or 1 hex of a naval air unit or in the same hex as a surface/gunnery naval unit or a friendly base is automatically detected/exposed (and can be attacked) at that moment.  A successful sub contact or attack can also expose all the enemy surface units in the hex.  
  Night-time Tactical Surprise:  means the surprising side gets to shoot/torpedo first, and then rounds after that alternate.  (This changes through the game, reflecting advancing Allied radar technology.)  There is no Surprise in Day surface/gunnery combat and that firing is simultaneous.
Tactical  	Naval	Naval	Night-time	Night-time	Night-time
Surprise	Air	Air	SurfGun	SurfGun	SurfGun			
Die Roll: 	Strikes	Strikes	Combat	Combat	Combat	
A     B	->Sum42	Fall42->	Spr-Sum42	Fal42-Spr43	Sum43-end 		
6      1	Allied	Allied	Allied	Allied	Allied	
5      2	Allied	-	Allied	Allied	Allied	
4      3	-	-	-	Allied	Allied	
3      4	-	-	Japanese	-	Allied	
2      5	Japanese	-	Japanese	Japanese	Japanese	
1      6	Japanese	Japanese	Japanese	Japanese	Japanese	
(Shifted down/A or up/B one die roll number to Japanese advantage for SurfGun Combat, if ships are in the Solomons/Guadalcanal or central Philippine island hex, and shifted 1 starting in 1944 for superior Allied radar.  Day-time Naval Air surprise shifted 2 numbers to Allied advantage with Strategic Detection.)
Sub:.
  Random sub attack:  After movement is completed, just once during a game-turn a player may select any one hex containing an enemy task unit marker (or dummy) and roll a die for a 33% chance of exposing all the ships in the hex, including a 17% chance of scoring a hit on one ship unit of his choice.  After Sum43, the Japanese player must roll the die again for a 50% chance of this happening, due to much improved Allied anti-submarine methods.
  SubPack attack:  Additionally, if a subpack is deployed for combat rather than convoy interdiction, then in its hex, the odds of success are double that of the random sub attack.
The (Is)Land Battle and Base Building:.
  The moment there has been a successful Allied landing on a hex, it can be an Allied air base with one (1) not yet deployed air unit based on it - thanks to the speed/efficiency of our Naval Construction Battalions/CBs/SeaBees - and any Japanese air units based there are destroyed.  By contrast, the Japanese must wait until the following turn for an airbase of theirs to be completed and active.
  Control of a base/hex is decided at the end of the pulse (for the Allies) or turn (for the Japanese) by which side has Day & Night naval control of it with an amphibious/landing force (even if that is Damaged).  Use the national markers to indicate if a hex is contested or taken over by different management.  Even if a side would otherwise have Control over a base with a little enemy circle insignia, it must then roll a die, and Control fails if a number equal to the number of enemy insignia circles is rolled.  For Brisbane and Port Darwin, the number of circles equals the last digit of the year.  (Note that the Filipino people were our allies and saved many Allied lives.)
Airstrikes - against ships only in Day Only and Day & Night statuses - up to 2-hex range from land base and 1-hex range for naval air.  2 airstrikes may be made in each pulse - naval before land-based air, unless the opponent has Operational Detection Surprise.  No carrier operations/bonus in hexes C7, D5, D8, or G9:
  A land-based air unit can attack one enemy task force passing within its in range - 1 attack per pulse.  A land-based 2-hex range attack’s effectiveness is reduced by 1 die roll number.
  After Sum44, Japanese air units can instead be used as Kamikazes and attack with +Air effectiveness, but are automatically lost if not first shot down.


  Doolittle Raid(s):  If an American carrier unit attacks Tokyo (at a special 2-hex range), the Japanese must pull back any 2 battleship and 1 carrier units to Japan for the next turn.  After the first such raid, Tokyo gets 2 intrinsic land-based airstrikes for the rest of the game (which may discourage more such raids).
Antiaircraft gunfire and combat air patrol - the defender rolls the die before the air unit can attack:
  The best (1 or 6) die roll (number) represents naval or land airbase antiaircraft guns and always shoots down the air unit.
  A number (2 or 5) is added if there is at that moment an UnDamaged aircraft carrier among the ships.  Starting Fal42, an additional number is added for the Allies for intense Allied antiaircraft defense.  Starting Fal43, Allies get another number for there being a second UnDamaged carrier unit in a hex - air interception command centers - a possible maximum of 67%.
  If the antiaircraft die roll is the last effective number, the air unit gets to attack before its destruction.
  Japanese +Air units are permanently lost.  American +Air units can be replaced, unless their carriers were sunk or are being repaired.
Surface/gunfire - must be in the same hex - unlimited battle rounds, until someone decides to withdraw - place all the ships in the hex on the Battle Board - combat in the following sequence:
  Day Only:  Simultaneous gunfire.  All cruisers have minus (-) Surface firepower in daytime.
  Day & Night - for successful landing:  A player may choose to attack Day&Night ships in Night Only.
  Night Only:  Surprise possibility with first strike, then simultaneous gunfiring.  With Night-time Tactical Surprise, IJN cruisers get +Surface firepower and AusNZ cruisers get normal Surface firepower.
  
Attack Tables:	Carrier or	Land-BsdAir	Naval Air	+Naval Air			
Die Roll 		 Amphib.		Surface	+Surface	++Surface
A     B	RandomSub	    - - __    	- Surface	SubPack	       ____ 	        _____	
6      1	Dmgd&Expsd Damaged	Damaged	Damaged	Sunk	Sunk
5      2	Exposed	 -	Damaged	Damaged	Damaged	Sunk
4      3	-	 -	-	Damaged	Damaged	Damaged
3      4	-	 -	-	-	Damaged	Damaged
2      5	-	 -	-	-	-	-
1      6	-	 -	-	-	-	-
Combat Results:.
  Damaged:  An already Damaged ship unit is Sunk by a second Damaged hit result.  Just Damaged instead Sinks any cruisers - but not Alaska&Guam - or single-ship USS West Virginia.  If Sunk, amphibious/landing ship units return to the game 3 turns later.  In all other ship Damage cases, after the battle is over roll the die - the number is halved with fractions rounded up for the Japanese and down for the Allies - to find when the next turn is they can return to the war/game.  If they are not pulled back to be screened, Damaged gunnery ships can continue to fight in a battle, although with a shift of 1 against them on the die roll both firing and receiving fire.  If one side withdraws from the battle, Damaged and Slow ships are abandoned to one more round of battle.  If they survive that, then they too are withdrawn.
  A Damaged carrier unit cannot land or operate its air unit - although that may be transferred to an UnDamaged carrier or land airbase in the same or adjacent hex if they were already in the air on an air-strike – or add to antiaircraft.
  If a carrier unit is caught by a Tactical Surprise air strike – or a Japanese carrier unit is torpedoed by an American submarine - with an un-launched air unit on its decks, Damaged becomes Sunk.  A Damaged result against a land air base destroys 1 land-based air unit (before it can fly).  A Sunk result destroys all the air units on that land air base.
  Sunk is ... SUNK.
Victory Determination:
If the Allied player has the Australian bases, Port Moresby, and Midway and a sailing route to Brisbane un-interrupted by Japanese airpower ... and has taken 2 of these 3 places: Luzon, Formosa, or Okinawa ... and has air bases in the Marianas during an Allied Victory Determination Phase – or if he successfully lands on and takes control of Tokyo’s Japanese Home Island, he has won.  Otherwise, at the end of the game the Japanese player wins.   Note:  If playing a much younger or beginning opponent, let them be the Americans and play with your Japanese units face up, while theirs are face down until detection.

Each (Seasonal) Game-Turn's Sequence:
1. All ship and air units - along with Reinforcements and Replacements - including any subpacks are deployed on friendly bases as are air units.  SubPacks may be deployed anywhere.  Japanese ship units not to be used on a combat mission may be transferred between bases without fuel cost, but the one Allied random sub attack may be used up against one.  Then, within each pulse:
2. Operational task unit movements - up to 2 hexes in each of the 3 pulses.  Japanese move first in each pulse.  Random sub and subpack attacks.
3. First round of air strikes - carrier-based air attacks first, unless enemy has Tactical Surprise – 1 per air unit.  Then land-based air attacks.  UnDamaged, non-Slow ships may then withdraw from a hex if it is occupied by enemy units.  Night Only ships may not be air-attacked.
4. (Day&Night) Amphibious landings with Allied air base immediately established and any as yet undeployed air units based there.
5. Surface/gunnery combat for ship units in same hex - Night only, Day only, or Day&Night.
6. Second round of air combat - carrier-based air attacks first, again..
7. Ground control determination.
Players:  Sebastian Marchesi, Tor Mæhlum, Sten

TABLES - AGAIN:

Night-time Tactical Surprise:  means the surprising side gets an additional free shot and then rounds after that are simultaneous.  There is no Surprise in Day surface/gunnery combat.  There is - in Night Only or the Night option of Day & Night - surface/gunnery combat, and it changes through the game reflecting superior Allied radar.  
Tactical  	Day-time	Night-time	Night-time	Night-time
Surprise	Naval	SurfGun	SurfGun	SurfGun			
Die Roll: 	Air	Combat	Combat	Combat	
A     B	Strikes	Spr-Sum42	Fal42-Spr43	Sum43-end 		
6      1	Allied	Allied	Allied	Allied	
5      2	Allied	Allied	Allied	Allied	
4      3	-	-	Allied	Allied	
3      4	-	Japanese	-	Allied	
2      5	Japanese	Japanese	Japanese	Japanese	
1      6	Japanese	Japanese	Japanese	Japanese	
(Shifted down/A or up/B one die roll number to Japanese advantage for SurfGun Combat, if ships are in the Solomons/Guadalcanal or central Philippine island hex, and shifted 1 starting in 1944 for superior Allied radar.  Day-time Naval Air surprise shifted 2 numbers to Allied advantage with Strategic Detection.)
 
Attack Tables:	Carrier or	Land-BsdAir	Naval Air	+Naval Air			
Die Roll 		 Amphib.		Surface	+Surface	++Surface
A     B	RandomSub	       - -      - Surface	SubPack	       ____ 	        _____	
6      1	Dmgd&Expsd Damaged	Damaged	Damaged	Sunk	Sunk
5      2	Exposed	 -	Damaged	Damaged	Damaged	Sunk
4      3	-	 -	-	Damaged	Damaged	Damaged
3      4	-	 -	-	-	Damaged	Damaged
2      5	-	 -	-	-	-	-
1      6	-	 -	-	-	-	-
Pacific War Naval Chess Game is dedicated to ...
  A. Bob Coatney (USAAF, China-Burma-India), Homer Coatney (USN/CB/SeaBees), John (Jack) Burgett (USN/SS-300 USS Moray), Bill Heerde (U.S. Marine Corps), and all the other Allied sailors, soldiers, marines, and airmen who served in the Asian Pacific War against an evil Bushido empire,
  B. the hope that the United Nations' Victory in the Pacific is remembered as a victory for the human rights and future of all Asian-Pacific peoples, including the Japanese.
  C. my children Rebecca, Robert, Rohan, and Johanna, in the hope they will never have to go through a world war.
The more we learn about the Second World War, the better our chances that it will be the LAST world war. (LRC) 
Pacific War Naval Chess Game Game-Turn Log


Japanese Player(s): _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _	


American Player(s): _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _


Turn No.
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